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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   

Following consultation with members, students and other stakeholders, the Governance Review Working Party have 

proposed 12 recommendations, aimed at improving the effectiveness of the current governance structure at VUWSA.  

These recommendations have been formed following feedback through Green Paper and White Paper consultation, 

alongside discussions with current and past Executive members. 

The Governance Review Working Party present its recommendations to the membership in the hope that VUWSA 

better serves the student body and will continue to adapt to change and effectively serve for another hundred and 

thirteen years. 

Recommendation 1: THAT the VUWSA Preamble be updated to the following:  

VUWSA is an organisation run  by its members and is a voice of students at Victoria University. VUWSA acts, where possible, in 

the interests of all students, but is ultimately responsible to its members. VUWSA will be: 

(a) democratic;  

(b) representative;  

(c) transparent;  

(d) accountable; and  

(e) inclusive 

VUWSA recognise Maori as Tangata Whenua of Aotearoa and will act in accordance with Te Tiriti o Waitangi/The Treaty of 

Waitangi. VUWSA acknowledges Ngai Tauira o te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui as the official representatives of 

Maori students on campus. 

  

Recommendation 2: THAT the VUWSA Goals be updated to the following:  

Goal 1: Education Quality 

To ensure that the University provides the best teaching and learning, research opportunities, assessment and training to 

students. 

Goal 2: Student Support 

To advocate for adequate financial support, income and welfare for students in order to remove barriers to education. 

Goal 3: Equity and Access 

To promote equity for disadvantaged students in access to and within the University. 

Goal 4: Services 

To provide quality, cost effective services for the benefit of members, and, where appropriate, students. 

Goal 5: Activities 

To support sporting, social and cultural activities for and by students; primarily through Clubs and Representative Groups 

Goal 6: Public Issues 

To be the critic and conscience of the University and society, by promoting discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

Goal 7: Finance 

To maximise the member benefits by minimising fees or user charges through internal efficiency and non-member revenue. 

Goal 8: Accountability 

To ensure accountability to, and representation of, members 

Goal 9: Sustainability 

To recognise the needs of current and future generations by promoting sustainable lifestyles and actions to members while 

ensuring the sustainable operation of the Association and University members 

 

Recommendation 3: THAT the Executive develop a more robust induction and training programme for incoming 

Executive members, with a particular emphasis on their governance role and how to separate their governance and 

‘hands-on’ roles. 
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Recommendation 4: THAT the VUWSA Executive be comprised of a President, Academic Vice President, Welfare 

Vice President, Engagement Vice President, Treasurer-Secretary, Education Officer, Wellbeing and Sustainability 

Officer, Equity Officer, Clubs and Activities Officer, and a Campaigns Officer.  

 

Recommendation 5: THAT the President work a minimum of 40 hours per week with a salary in 2012 of $34,500 

gross per annum, and be adjusted annually in accordance with the Consumer Price Index. 

 

Recommendation 6: THAT the Vice Presidents work 20 hours a week each and be paid the minimum wage payable 

by law for their time in office.  

 

Recommendation 7: THAT General Executive Members and the Treasurer-Secretary receive an honorarium of up to 

$1000, received in weekly instalments, over Trimester 1 and 2,  AND THAT That the current bonus system for 

General Executive members and the Treasurer-Secretary be removed. 

 

Recommendation 8: THAT VUWSA investigate the establishment of a volunteer network to help support VUWSA 

initiatives, events and activities.  

 

Recommendation 9: THAT current committee arrangements should be retained with clear Terms of Reference being 

readily available for all committees and all committees undertaking proper reporting structures  

 

Recommendation 10: THAT "Student Representative Council Meetings" be renamed "VUWSA Forums" 

 

Recommendation 11: THAT the current constitutional requirement to hold a VUWSA Forum in Trimester 1 and 2 be 

retained. 

 

Recommendation 12: That during election week(s) there are polling booths on all VUW campuses, which are well 

advertised and open for a reasonable period of time. 

 

Recommendation 13: That VUWSA look at new ways to inform members of elections and candidates. 
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FOREWORD 

The VUWSA Strategic Plan 2012-2015 included a key project of reviewing the current governance structure of 

VUWSA, which has not been comprehensively reviewed since 1989. Since that time there have been a number of 

portfolios added and removed from the VUWSA Executive, new committees created and significant staff 

restructuring has taken place.  There have also been significant changes to the environment VUWSA operates in with 

the introduction of voluntary student membership.  

To ensure that VUWSA continues to operate as an effective student-led organisation it needs to ensure that there is 

a robust, effective and accountable governance structure operating at VUWSA. To that end, the VUWSA  Executive 

established the Governance Review Working Party (“GR Working Party”) to thoroughly assess and review VUWSA’s 

governance structures and to provide recommendations to the Executive about any necessary changes. The GR 

Working Party Terms of Reference are attached as Appendix A. 

The GR Working Party contained a mix of current VUWSA Executive members (3), VUWSA Alumni (2), and general 

students who had little experience with VUWSA in the past (2).  More information about the members of the GR 

Working Party is attached as Appendix B.  

REVIEW AND CONSULTATION PROCESS  

Round One: Green Paper consultation 

The GR Working Party produced a Green Paper for consultation.  The Green Paper outlined the current governance 

structure of VUWSA, how the current structure could be changed, using examples from other students associations 

both nationally and internationally, and provided some guiding questions to obtain feedback on the current 

governance structure.  

Consultation on the Green Paper occurred from Monday 30th April to Tuesday 15th May.  Members, students and 

other stakeholders were invited to provide feedback in 4 ways: 

 By individual or group written submissions to president@vuwsa.org.nz 

 By filling out an online survey (about 15 minutes) 

 By filling out a short 5-minute survey 

 By attending a Green Paper Governance Review Forum (forums were held on each of the four VUW campuses) 

Methods used to gain feedback for the Green Paper: 

 All VUWSA members received notification of the Governance Review and the consultation on the Green Paper 

through the May VUWSA newsletter 

 Lecture leaflet drops were completed at Kelburn campus to encourage student feedback into the review 

 All active Representative Groups were contacted about the review and were invited to provide feedback 

 Ngai Tauira were contacted about the review and were invited to provide feedback 

 An email was sent to recent VUWSA Alumni asking them to participate in the Review 

 The Green Paper consultation was mentioned in two VUWSA President columns in Salient 

 Salient produced a 2-page news spread on the governance review in Issue 8 

 The VUWSA Facebook status was updated several times to inform and encourage page ‘likers’ to participate in 

the review 

The GR Working Party gained a total of 32 submissions on the Green Paper. While this is not as high as the GR 

Working Party would have liked, those who did make submissions provided useful and informative feedback. 

 

mailto:president@vuwsa.org.nz
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Round Two: White Paper consultation  

Using feedback gathered through the Green Paper consultation, the GR Working Party developed a series of 

recommendations for the White Paper.  

Consultation on the White Paper was open from Monday 11th June through to Friday 29th June. The consultation on 

the White Paper was significantly more specific than consultation on the Green Paper, asking respondents whether 

or not they supported the proposed recommendations and what in particular they liked or disliked about the 

recommendations.  

Members, students and other stakeholders were invited to provide feedback in four ways: 

 By individual or group written submission to president@vuwsa.org.nz 

 By filling out an online survey (about 15 minutes) 

 By attending one of the Green Paper Governance Review Forums. One forum was held on each of the four VUW 

campuses 

Methods used to gain feedback for the White Paper: 

 All VUWSA members received notification of the White Paper consultation through the June VUWSA newsletter. 

The newsletter was very explicit that this was the last opportunity students had to provide feedback into the 

review before a series of final recommendations went to the VUWSA Annual General Meeting  

 All active Representative Groups were contacted about the review and were invited to provide feedback 

 Ngai Tauira were contacted about the review and were invited to provide feedback 

 The VUWSA Facebook status was updated several time to inform and encourage page ‘likers’ to participate in 

the review 

The GR Working Party gained a total of 59 submissions on the White Paper. Towards the end of the consultation 

period the GR Working Party was contacted by a student who raised a concern about the White Paper consultation 

period occurring during the Trimester 1 exam period. The GR Working Party agrees that this was unfortunate and 

that holding the consultation period during regular term time may have garnered a higher number of respondents. 

However, due to the time constraints placed on the review, the consultation could not be kept open any longer. 

To try and mitigate too many problems with consultation occurring through the exam period, the GR Working Party 

kept the consultation period open longer than the Green Paper and was explicit in the newsletter to members that 

this was the last chance to provide feedback during the Review. In addition, during the promotion of the Green 

Paper for consultation, it was repeatedly stressed that it was the first of several stage process.  

mailto:president@vuwsa.org.nz
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GR WORKING PARTY 

CURRENT GOALS AND OVERALL PURPOSE OF VUWSA  

Formed in 1899, VUWSA is a student-controlled organisation, with the purpose of advancing the interests of 

students at the Victoria University of Wellington as their representative body. To achieve that purpose VUWSA has 

nine association goals. The current goals are: 

Goal 1. Education: Student Support: To 

secure and maintain adequate state 

income, welfare and employment 

support for students.  

Goal 2. Education: University: To 

ensure the university provides equity 

and quality in assessment, teaching, 

conditions and course access supported 

by sufficient resources.  

Goal 3. Education: Equity: To promote 

equity for disadvantaged members in 

access to and within the university.  

 

 

Goal 4. Services: To control the Student 

Union Complex and provide quality 

cost-effective (consumer) services for 

members.  

Goal 5. Activities: To provide or assist 

sporting, social and cultural activities, 

for and by members; primarily through 

clubs.  

Goal 6. Public Issues: To promote 

discussion and action as appropriate, 

on issues concerning students as 

citizens.  

Goal 7. Finance: To maximise the 

benefits to members by minimising 

fees or user charges through internal 

efficiency and non-member revenue. 

Goal 8. Accountability: To ensure that 

the structures and procedures of the 

Association result in effective and 

efficient communication, management 

and accountability.  

Goal 9. Sustainability: To recognise the 

needs of current and future 

generations by promoting sustainable 

lifestyles and actions to members while 

ensuring the sustainable operation of 

the Association and University.  

In the current VUWSA Constitution the preamble reads: 

That VUWSA is a student controlled association promoting the interests and participation of its members and 

representing their views. 

That VUWSA’s democratic structure is characterised by: 

(a) a defined constituency 

(b) a variety of levels of participation  

(c) an informed decision making process 

(d) delegation of responsibility 

(e) elected representatives who are accountable to the members for their actions and decisions. 

That within this structure and in promoting these interests, VUWSA recognise the Maori as Tangata Whenua of 

Aotearoa, act in accordance with Te Tiriti o Waitangi/The Treaty of Waitangi in Schedule 8 of this Constitution and 

acknowledge Ngai Tauira o te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui as the official representatives of Maori 

students on campus. 

Green Paper consultation  

Feedback from the Green Paper showed strong support for the current focus and goals of VUWSA with 85.1% and 

88.8% of respondents respectively labelling VUWSA’s overall focus and goals as ‘very appropriate’ or ‘somewhat 

appropriate’. They were also deemed to be relevant to students with 76.9% of respondents labelling them as ‘very 

relevant’ or ‘somewhat relevant’.  However, feedback overall reflected that the goals could be made clearer and be 

better articulated.  

“It could be articulated better, more explicit and publicised” 

Several respondents questioned whether sustainability should be included in the goals and there was a suggestion 

that it be incorporated into the goal ‘Accountability’. 

“They need to be revised and updated. For example some of the wording is out-dated and confusing. Sustainability 

could be removed as it’s in the strategic plan and could be incorporated in Accountability” 
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White Paper consultation 

In response to the feedback, the GR Working Party revised the VUWSA Preamble and Goals, with the removal of 

Sustainability as a goal of the Association. Around 45% of the respondents supported the updated preamble and 

goals, with about 40% of respondents ‘unsure’ about the changes. However, there were also a large number of 

comments that did not support the removal of the sustainability goal.  

“…Sustainability should also be reinstated, as it's not just a policy that we can give successive leadership the choice 

to ignore it, especially as VSM starts to dismantle the hard work VUWSA has done over generations to ensure the 

next generation has a better experience than the one before it” 

“…No matter what we do - sustainability is increasingly becoming an attribute of every government body, 

institution in New Zealand. It is necessary path to take, and VUWSA should reflect that and keep it sustainability as 

a goal…” 

Some respondents also commented on the change from Student Support from Goal 2 to 1, and Education from 2 to 

1. The vision statement in the VUWSA Strategic Plan seeks to ensure that students at VUW receive a quality 

education.  In line with that vision, the GR Working Party  proposed repositioning the two goals. This change is also 

consistent with feedback from both the Green Paper and White Paper that VUWSA’s primary focus should be about 

ensuring quality education and providing academic support.  

Recommendation 1: THAT the VUWSA Preamble be updated to the following:  

VUWSA is an organisation run  by its members and is a voice of students at Victoria University. VUWSA acts, where possible, in the interests of 

all students, but is ultimately responsible to its members. VUWSA will be: 

(a) democratic;  

(b) representative;  

(c) transparent;  

(d) accountable; and  

(e) inclusive 

VUWSA recognise Maori as Tangata Whenua of Aotearoa and will act in accordance with Te Tiriti o Waitangi/The Treaty of Waitangi. VUWSA 

acknowledges Ngai Tauira o te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui as the official representatives of Maori students on campus. 

  

Recommendation 2: THAT the VUWSA Goals be updated to the following:  

Goal 1: Education Quality 

To ensure that the University provides the best teaching and learning, research opportunities, assessment and training to students. 

Goal 2: Student Support 

To advocate for adequate financial support, income and welfare for students in order to remove barriers to education. 

Goal 3: Equity and Access 

To promote equity for disadvantaged students in access to and within the University. 

Goal 4: Services 

To provide quality, cost effective services for the benefit of members, and, where appropriate, students. 

Goal 5: Activities 

To support sporting, social and cultural activities for and by students; primarily through Clubs and Representative Groups 

Goal 6: Public Issues 

To be the critic and conscience of the University and society, by promoting discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

Goal 7: Finance 

To maximise the member benefits by minimising fees or user charges through internal efficiency and non-member revenue. 

Goal 8: Accountability 

To ensure accountability to, and representation of, members 

Goal 9: Sustainability 

To recognise the needs of current and future generations by promoting sustainable lifestyles and actions to members while ensuring the 

sustainable operation of the Association and University members  
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EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS  

The primary goal of the VUWSA Executive is to be the governing body of VUWSA. This means that the Executive is 

responsible for governing and providing strategic direction  to the association, maintaining the integrity of the 

Association, appointing and supporting the General Manager, ensuring the availability of adequate financial 

resources, and approving the annual budget and accounting to members and other stakeholders for the 

association’s performance. 

However, unlike many other governing boards, the VUWSA Executive is different in the fact that they also have quite 

a large role in the day-to-day operations of the association, such as organising and running Stress Free Study Week, 

training Class Representatives, and raising awareness on issues affecting students.  The Executive has four key 

functions:  

1. The Trustee 

The Executive safeguards VUWSA as an organisation so it can survive for future generations of students to have 

representation, activism and support. This means thinking broadly and strategically about VUWSA and working to 

ensure that there are robust and appropriate structures in place to ensure that VUWSA is meeting its strategic goals 

and remains a financially viable organisation.  

2. The Representative 

The Executive are also representatives of students. Democratically elected, the Executive speaks on behalf of its 

members institutionally, locally and nationally. Examples of this include providing a student perspective to the 

University, Wellington City Council and, on a national level, the government of the day.  The Executive also issues 

media releases on issues affecting students.  The purpose of representation is to bring about change and 

improvement, not to monitor the status quo. 

3. The Activist 

The Executive have a vital campaigning role in VUWSA to bring about change but an equally important one in 

empowering students as individuals to do the same. This could be organising a demonstration for longer library 

hours, lobbying for better social learning space or lobbying a local MP to vote on a fairer funding system of tertiary 

education. Activism is key in ensuring that the Executive can achieve VUWSA’s vision and purpose. 

4. The Portfolio Role 

Alongside these above roles, VUWSA Executive members are elected under a certain portfolio—e.g. activities, clubs, 

welfare. This gives Executive members a defined group of activities or students that they have responsibility for. 

Alongside their broader roles, this provides them with a specific focus during their time in the Executive—e.g.  

organising events in conjunction with representative groups, organizing participation in University Games, running 

an international food festival, or organising events on campus. 

Green Paper consultation: Executive Composition  

Feedback in the Green Paper suggests that there needs to be a fair balance struck between the four roles mentioned 

above. While it is important that Executive members focus on their role as governors, they also need to ensure that 

they are engaging regularly with students.  

“It’s more important to get involved in the day-to-day running as they get a first-hand perspective of what’s 

happening within the student community” 

White Paper consultation: Executive Composition 

While the GR Working Party accepts that the Executive must perform a number of roles, there was some real 

concern in the GR Working Party that currently there is a lack of training and focus on the Executive’s roles as 

governors. 
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Many Executive members are elected into a portfolio position, which becomes their focus. As a result, they are less 

engaged on issues affecting the governance of the Association.  This is often left to a small group within the 

Executive (normally the officers of the Association).  

All VUWSA Executive members must take a shared responsibility for the governance of the Association and the 

Association must provide appropriate training to allow them to engage on that level. When asked in the White Paper 

consultation if respondents supported the recommendation to ‘develop a more robust induction and training 

programme for incoming Executive members, with a particular emphasis on their governance role and how to 

separate their governance and ‘hands-on’ roles’, 81.1% of respondents answered favorably (17% were ‘unsure’).  

Green Paper consultation  

In the Green Paper respondents were also asked how important it was that the Executive involve themselves in only 

academic matters. A total of 91.6% of respondents thought it was ‘very important’ or ‘somewhat important’ for the 

Executive to support and be a voice for students in purely academic matters.  However, 79.1% of respondents also 

said that it is important for the Executive to support and be a voice for students in their non-academic interests e.g. 

by providing activities and events on campus.  

White Paper consultation  

When asked similar questions in the White Paper consultation, very similar results came through. What we can take 

from this feedback is while it is important that VUWSA provides a wide range of services, from welfare to events to 

clubs, VUWSA’s main role should be acting as a ‘voice for students’, through student representation and advocacy.  

Recommendation 3: THAT the Executive develop a more robust induction and training programme for incoming 

Executive members, with a particular emphasis on their governance role and how to separate their governance and 

‘hands-on’ roles. 

COMPOSITION AND REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE EXECUTIVE  

The Executive currently consists of 13 members. These members are elected in September of each year and serve a 
yearlong term from January to December. The current positions on the VUWSA Executive are:  
 
President 
Vice President (Academic) 
Vice President (Welfare) 
Treasurer 
 

Activities Officer 
Campaigns Officer 
Clubs Officer 
Education Officer 
Environment Officer 

International Students’ Officer 
Queer Officer 
Welfare Officer  
Women’s Rights Officer 

 
As evidenced by the above positions, there are some groups of students who have formal representatives on the 
VUWSA Executive – international, queer and female students. However, with over 20,000 studying at Victoria, 
VUWSA recognises and supports a number of representative groups on campus in order to best represent the 
interests of given areas of the student body. 
 
The current active Representative Groups that VUWSA recognises are:  

 International Students’ Council 

 Victoria University of Wellington Law Students’ 
Society (VUWLSS) 

 Pasifika Students’ Council 

 Postgraduate Students’ Association (PGSA) 
 

 The Science Society 

 UniQ (Queer) 

 Women’s Group 

 STUDiO (Architecture and Design) 

 VicCom (Commerce Students’ Society) 

There are also a number of other Representative Groups that VUWSA recognises (such as Can-Do, the 
Representative Group for students with disabilities and impairments) which are not currently active. 
 
VUWSA also recognises and acknowledges Ngai Tauira as the official representatives of Maori students on campus. 
VUWSA and Ngai Tauira recognise the other as equal but autonomous partners. 
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Green Paper consultation 
Unsurprisingly, Executive Composition and Representativeness were the areas that received the most feedback in 
the Green Paper. The GR Working Party asked a wide variety of questions about the current Executive composition—
including, but not limited to—size, representativeness, specific roles, and how we can work more effectively with rep 
groups on campus. In terms of the specific Executive roles we should have on the Executive, there were three key, if 
conflicting, views that emerged:  

1) That the current VUWSA Executive composition does not include key groups of students on campus such as 
Pasifika students and students with impairments and disabilities  

“Representative roles should not be underestimated. Having student voice, particularly from disenfranchised or 

minority groups only creates a better, more informed, more diverse organisation” 

2) That the current VUWSA Executive composition lacks representation from faculties and satellite campuses : 

“…The executive should include representatives from different campuses at VUW, to ensure that VUWSA reaches 

all students…” 

3) That not all groups of students need representatives at the Executive level to be considered ‘represented’  and 
other models of feedback and consultation should be explored and/or developed:  

“I feel that Queer, Women's, International, Environmental not that important. Perhaps replace with an equity 

officer? Women make up over 50% of Vic- do they really need a specific position. Seems to me that UniQ negates 

need for Queer rights officer. Could UniQ work with general exec/ equity officer if they have any issues…” 

“There are other ways to incorporate specific groups within VUWSA instead of dumping them on the Executive 

because you feel like you need to” 

Part of the Green Paper consultation asked respondents whether having specific representatives, or working with 
already established groups on campus, such as Representative Groups, was the best way to ensure specific groups of 
students had effective representation. While there were some respondents who favoured having specific 
representatives on the Executive, many respondents supported creating stronger relationships with groups on 
campus. 

“I think representatives on the exec is a great idea, if those groups are up for it - especially for groups representing 

key social demographics, such as Maori and Pasifika students, and students with disabilities” 

“Create a representative group officer responsible for liaising with all representative groups and ensuring that all 

student voices are heard. Alternatively, hold meetings with representatives and the executive to achieve VUWSA's 

goals” 

“Meet regularly with their Executives and work on joint projects. Have a clear relationship expectations to avoid 

conflict. This could help reduce the need for so many representatives on the VUWSA Exec” 

 
Faculty and/or campus based representatives on the Executive were not widely supported. It is acknowledged that 
there needs to be an effective framework for these individuals and groups to feed concerns up to the Executive level.  
 
White Paper consultation 
Given the conflicting feedback received in the Green Paper, the GR Working Party put forward one ‘Highly 
Recommended’ and two ‘Alternative’ models for Executive composition. The White Paper consultation asked 
respondents what they liked and disliked about all three models and finally, which model they preferred overall. 
 
The Highly Recommended model was based on the Green Paper feedback that not all groups of students needed to 
be represented on the Executive. Instead, the Executive could work with Representative Groups and other groups on 
campus to ensure these students were being effectively represented.  
 
A key component of the Highly Recommended model is the series of committees that operate underneath the 
Executive. These committees, based with representatives from faculties, campuses and welfare/equity groups, work 
to ensure a strong line of communication between these groups and the Executive.  
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The GR Working Party supported this model before the two alternatives because the model would ensure that all 
groups of students on campus are being represented, without the need to inflate the Executive with specific seats. 
Furthermore this means that the Executive would be able to have a stronger focus on their role as governors.  
Feedback on the Highly Recommended model included:  

“Clear, keeps the exec small while taking into account other groups that aren't specifically represented” 

“Collapsing the role of Queer Officer, Women's Officer, and International Student's Officer in to the single role of 

Equity Officer will reduce representation and dilute the importance of these roles. Instead of having 3 hard-working 

people doing the very best they can do for each of their groups we will have one person doing a half-ass job 

juggling each of the roles” 

“I have mixed feelings about the concentration of power in a smaller number of officials. I entirely understand that 

for day-to-day matters a smaller group will make decisions more easily. I don't like the removal of direct 

representation for equity groups. I *do* like the idea of special-interest committees, but worry that the VP 

becomes a 'bottleneck', controlling the passage of information between those committees & the main VUWSA 

Executive” 

“I like that the equity roles have been combined into a single role. I dislike that the environmental role has been 

abolished. Such a role should be retained because it is important that environmental ideals are actualised in the 

way that VUWSA and the university function. That requires having a committed advocate for the environment, 

who can sit on appropriate university boards and lobby university management….” 

The first alternative model that was proposed was based on the feedback that the current Executive lacks 
representatives from key student groups e.g. Pasifika students and students with disabilities. A number of 
respondents thought that the proposed Executive structure was too large. Other feedback on the first alternative 
model included:  

“I like the retention of the current minority representation system - which I think is important” 

“Don't like number of minority representatives - could never cover all the groups that need to be covered without 

getting ridiculous” 

“It places too much emphasis on certain groups and the portfolios will only be focussed on one VUWSA goal 

(3.Equity)” 

The second alternative model that was proposed was based on the feedback that the current Executive lacks 
representatives from faculties and satellite campuses. Feedback on the second alternative model included:  

“I like how the needs of individual campuses are recognised, but it overlooks the needs of those students who 

have needs which ultimately transcend all Victoria campuses” 

“Frankly, this swaps the current minority representation system for another, which I think has less reach (i.e. the 

current minority system covers minority groups from all campuses, while AltMod2 will end up privileging the 

majority students in each campus and leave the social minorities with less of a voice - particularly at Kelburn)” 

When asked which of the three models respondents preferred, 77.4% favoured the Highly Recommended model, 

19.4% favoured Alternative Model 1 and 3.2% favoured Alternative Model 2.  

Executive job descriptions for the eleven positions in the Highly Recommended Model can be found in Appendix C.  

Recommendation 4: THAT the VUWSA Executive be comprised of a President, Academic Vice President, Welfare 

Vice President, Engagement Vice President, Treasurer-Secretary, Education Officer, Wellbeing and Sustainability 

Officer, Equity Officer, Clubs and Activities Officer, and a Campaigns Officer.  

EXECUTIVE PAY AND HOURS 

Currently all Executive members are paid for their work at VUWSA. The President and Vice Presidents, who work 40 

and 20 hours per week respectively, receive a salary. The Treasurer and the nine general Executive members receive 

an honorarium on the completion on 10 hours per week. If an Executive member has not worked their required 
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hours they can be paid pro-rata for their work. The Treasurer and the General Executive are also eligible for bonuses 

for work done over the year. Like Executive Composition, Executive Pay was another area that received a lot of 

feedback in both the Green Paper and the White Paper. 

Green Paper consultation 

Feedback on Executive hours showed support for the retention of the current structure with a full time President, 

several part time VPs and a number of officers working smaller hours.  

“More part time officers, enough full-time to keep running smooth and few smaller officers” 

“There is huge merit in having a full-time student President, as there is with part time VPs. The other small 

positions should be reconsidered, potentially merging some in larger, combined roles e.g., instead of 10, 10hour 

positions have 3 or 4 part time positions tasked with clearer objectives/purpose. You might get a better 

performance as they could dedicate more time to their VUWSA role” 

Feedback on pay showed support for retaining the current levels, if not increasing the amount of pay of the 

President and Vice Presidents. However, the feedback on pay for the General Executive was mixed, especially when 

asked to consider if bonuses should be retained. Some respondents favoured all General Executive members 

receiving at least the minimum wage, while others argued that they should work for free.  

“If pay is reduced I think a core group of Exec like the president etc. must be paid. Otherwise things could fall to the 

wayside and those in those position might think they aren't accountable and think they don't have to do a good job 

as they won’t be paid” 

White Paper consultation  

In the White Paper the Working Party proposed that the pay and hours for the President be retained, with 70.5% 

(13.6% were unsure) supporting this proposal. Several  comments in this section suggested that the President only 

receive minimum wage for their work. However the Working Party (excluding comments from the current President), 

noted that historically, where the President of VUWSA has worked between 50-60 hours per week on average, an 

increased level of remuneration was appropriate.  

It was proposed that the Vice Presidents retain their current hours, however that they now be paid minimum wage 

(rather than 40% of the President’s wage). While there is a change in the formal wording, in practice this is basically 

the same as the Vice President’s currently receive. 79.5% (11.4% were unsure) of respondents supported this 

proposal. 

The White Paper proposed removing the honorarium for all General Executive members, but retaining the bonus 

system, with General Executive members being eligible for $1000 in Trimester 1 and 2. 56.8% of respondents were in 

favour of this proposal, 31.8% were unsure. Feedback in this section was very mixed. Many students commented 

that if we want effective students running for the Executive then they need incentives to run. Furthermore, if we 

expect Executive members to work then they should be remunerated.  

“If we wish students to put in the work, they need recompense for the hours they work” 

“Feel like general exec will be doing a lot of work for very little pay. Just makes it less likely that someone like me 

would bother to stand for the exec. Couldn't afford to really” 

The Working Party agreed that having regular remuneration for all Executive members, even if it was a small amount, 

would encourage people to stand for the VUWSA Executive. Following the White Paper consultation, the Working 

Party agreed that instead of receiving a $1000 bonus at the end of Trimester 1 and 2, the General Executive should 

receive weekly pro rata payments, throughout Trimester 1 and 2. This would equal $55.55 per week, before tax, for 

the 18 weeks in Trimester 1 and 2. It is hoped that a weekly payment will be more appealing to students wishing to 

run for these positions. 
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Other interesting feedback that came through in the White Paper was that VUWSA needs to look at creating a strong 

network of volunteers to help with activities, events, and initiatives on campus. This will  involve more students in 

VUWSA and student life on campus and provide students with valuable experience. Students who volunteer with 

VUWSA may also be more likely to run for the VUWSA Executive for the future. The Working Party agreed that this is 

something that should be investigated further.  

 “…In terms of executive…I think more focus on greater representation and voluntary commitments from many 

VUWSA members is a much better system than relying on token bonuses which are unlikely to create a higher 

performance from VUWSA general executive members….” 

Recommendation 5: That the President work a minimum of 40 hours per week with a salary in 2012 of $34,500 

gross per annum, and be adjusted annually in accordance with the Consumer Price Index. 

 

Recommendation 6: That the Vice Presidents work 20 hours a week each and be paid the minimum wage payable by 

law for their time in office.  

 

Recommendation 7: That General Executive Members and the Treasurer-Secretary receive an honorarium of up to 

$1000, received in weekly instalments, over Trimester 1 and 2,  AND THAT That the current bonus system for 

General Executive members and the Treasurer-Secretary be removed. 

 

Recommendation 8: That VUWSA investigate the establishment of a volunteer network to help support VUWSA 

initiatives, events and activities.  

EXECUTIVE REPORTING PROCEDURES 

Currently all Executive members must submit a fortnightly week report in order to be eligible to be paid for their 

work. This work report highlights the work, including meetings and events attended, general tasks, and 

communications each executive member has had over the reporting period. Alongside a work report the President 

and the two Vice Presidents must also provide a time sheet. 

These work reports are then tabled for acceptance at the Executive Reporting Committee (ERC), a committee 

established in 2012. The ERC scrutinises each work report and can approve or decline the report and executive pay. 

Once a work report is accepted by the ERC it is sent to the next Executive meeting for formal approval.  

Green Paper consultation  

While the Green Paper provided a comprehensive overview of the executive reporting structures, it was clear from 

the feedback that many respondents were unsure about how effective work reports were as a form of accountability 

for Executive members. 44.4% of respondents were ‘unsure’ whether work reports were an effective way of 

ensuring Executive members fulfilled their duties. The same amount of respondents were also unsure if work reports 

were effective mechanisms for ensuring accountability. Qualitative feedback reiterated the need for work reports to 

be regularly available for students and published publically. 

White Paper consultation  

While there is a consistent need for the ERC to ensure that all Executive members are submitting work reports and 

accurately recording work completed, the Working Party felt that the implementation of the ERC was working 

effectively. However, given the feedback in from the Green Paper, the Working Party notes that the ERC should 

ensure that Work Reports are put on the VUWSA website promptly and are easily accessible to members.  

EXECUTIVE MEETINGS 

Executive meetings are constitutionally required. Executive meetings are used to approve policies, ratify committee 

and council decisions, appoint delegates, create working parties, authorise the budget and associated spending, 

table reports (financial or otherwise), review Executive members, create new staff positions etc. 
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At the start of the year the VUWSA Executive met monthly. However, it was recently decided to make Executive 

meetings fortnightly. There have been numerous instances this year where the Executive has had to meet to discuss 

pertinent issues and meeting monthly restricted the Executive’s ability to act quickly and effectively. There is a focus 

on ensuring that the Executive maintains a fair balance between day-to-day and governance issues at meetings. 

Green Paper consultation  

Green Paper consultation shows support from respondents to hold Executive meetings on a weekly basis, with 56.3% 

in favour. 31.3% of respondents thought that Executive meetings should be weekly. Importantly, the Working Party 

sought feedback on how the Executive could make meetings and decisions accessible to students and how to ensure 

that there was legitimacy and accountability in Executive decision making. There were a number of constructive 

ideas for increasing the accessibility of meetings by students that should be further investigated by the Executive, 

including increased publicity of meetings and meeting on different campuses to engage different groups of students.  

“Create an open space for meetings to be held. Inform students of when meetings are taking place through 

advertisements and social media” 

“Meet during the day, at different campuses, advertise widely that they are coming up, and potentially live stream 

them. Remind members in newsletters that minutes can be read etc. on the website” 

Feedback on how to ensure accountability in decisions making focused on ensuring that there were accurate and 

extensive Executive meeting minutes taken, which are made accessible to all students. One respondent suggested 

that the President do a video report after each meeting.  

“Exec columns should talk about what has recently been decided in meetings” 

White Paper consultation 

The White Paper did not ask any specific questions on Executive meetings. The Working Party suggests the Executive 

look into suggestions by respondents about increasing the accessibility of Executive meetings and decisions.  

VUWSA COMMITTEES  

There are a number of committees that operate at VUWSA. These committees discuss and review in detail matters 

delegated to them by the Executive, and the committee makes recommendations to the Executive for consideration. 

A functioning committee structure helps to make an organisation more efficient and also allows Executive members 

with particular skills or interests to be used to their full advantage. The Current VUWSA Committees include :  

 Audit and Finance Committee 

 Publications Committee 

 Sports and Cultural Council 

 Policy Committee 

 Executive Reporting Committee 

 Performance Management Committee 

Green Paper consultation 

Feedback from the Green Paper consultation was generally supportive of the current committee system in operation 

at VUWSA. Several respondents commented that some committees could possibly be merged with others that have 

similar roles. It was noted that it would be beneficial for stakeholders to know how the committee process worked 

and more about the committees themselves.  

“It would be good to see more about how they work, and feed into everything” 

White Paper consultation  

In the White Paper a recommendation was put forward to retain the current committee structure with clear Terms 

of References for each committee and proper reporting structures. This recommendation was supported with 81.8% 

(13.6% were unsure) supporting the recommendation. 

Recommendation 9: The current committee arrangements should be retained with clear Terms of Reference being 

readily available for all committees and all committees undertaking proper reporting structures  
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GENERAL MEETINGS 

Constitutionally VUWSA has to hold an Initial General Meeting within the first four weeks of Trimester 1 and an 

Annual General Meeting in Trimester 2. The Constitution also allows for Special General Meetings to be called for 

discussion of issues of a pertinent nature.  While General Meetings have been successfully called in the last year and 

a half, in the past they have often struggled for quorum and generally only engage a small percentage of the VUWSA 

membership base.  

Green Paper consultation  

As part of the Green Paper consultation we asked stakeholders how we can make general meetings more relevant 

and accessible to students, and how we can encourage more members to attend and participate in meetings. There 

were many different responses including moving the meetings to online, streaming the meetings online and running 

the meeting across the week on all four campuses, to make meetings more accessible to students. Other 

incorporated societies like the Royal New Zealand Foundation of the Blind make allowances for online meetings in 

their societies’ rules. However, online meetings also create some logistical problems including ensuring only VUWSA 

members are voting for motions online and the process for students speaking and asking questions online. 

Given the amount of feedback about holding meetings online, the Working Party suggests that the Executive look 

further into this issue. However, the Working Party agrees that there is also considerable benefit in having face-to-

face meetings with members. General Meetings play an important role in governing the organisation and holding 

individual Executive members to account, by engaging with members. Moving meetings online may threaten this 

accountability mechanism. VUWSA is also bound by the requirements of the Incorporated Societies Act 1908.  

White Paper consultation  

There were no questions posed in the White Paper regarding General Meetings. Green Paper feedback clearly shows 

that VUWSA needs to do a better job of promoting these meetings and ensuring members know how to contribute.  

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL MEETINGS 

Student Representative Council (SRC) meetings are meetings that allow members to directly influence VUWSA policy. 

VUWSA must hold one SRC in Trimester 1 and 2, and VUWSA members can call additional SRC meetings too. SRCs 

have the power to make resolutions on any matters and may give directions or recommendations to the Executive. 

SRC meetings also have the ability to elect officers of Council e.g. student representatives on boards and committees.  

While the meetings were extremely popular and engaging when they first began in the mid to late 1960s, they have 

had a very uneven success over the last 50 years. For the last several years SRCs have struggled to make quorum and 

are not well understood by the majority of the student body. 

Green Paper consultation 

Green Paper consultation showed clear support for the retention of SRCs. However, there was also a clear message 

that VUWSA needs to rethink about how they actively engage with members and students on a wider basis. Several 

respondents felt that there was a real lack of knowledge about the SRC system, how students could get involved, 

and what the meetings meant. There needs to be flexibility within the constitution to allow meetings to be held 

when the need arises, allowing VUWSA to act quickly.  

“SRCs are important but I feel that people do not understand the way in which their opinions can be voiced. More 

education is needed in this area” 

“They should [be retained], but be re-thinked and made relevant again” 

The Green Paper consultation also asked stakeholders if there were other avenues to gain feedback on certain issues. 

There was a clear preference for online surveys and polls, through avenues such as Facebook. Some also favoured 

VUWSA holding more regular, but less formal meetings as an effective way to gather feedback.  
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White Paper consultation  

The Working Party thought renaming SRCs to something more relevant and understandable to students was would 

help make them more effective. The White Paper proposed SRCs being renamed to ‘VUWSA Forums’. This proposal 

received 69.8% support. Respondents were asked to suggest alternative names, however no alternatives were 

received. Some respondents commented that ‘VUWSA Forums’ sounded ‘exclusive’ and adding words like ‘student’ 

and ‘representation’ help to ensure that students know it is for all to attend and participate in, not just the Executive. 

Recommendation 10: That "Student Representative Council Meetings" be renamed "VUWSA Forums" 

 

Recommendation 11: That the current constitutional requirement to hold a VUWSA Forum in Trimester 1 and 2 be 

retained. 

VUWSA ELECTIONS 

The VUWSA Executive is democratically elected by students on an annual basis. Elections for the VUWSA Executive 

are held in September each year for the following year’s Executive. All current members can run to be on the 

Executive and all members are able to vote in these elections, either at a polling station on campus or online.  

Student Associations, both nationally and internationally, consistently struggle to widely engage their members in 

Association elections. VUWSA has made several improvements in the last year to elections including better 

promotion of elections, greater information of the Executive positions available, and information on campaigning. 

Green Paper consultation 

The Green Paper consultation mainly focused on how VUWSA can engage more students in the election process and 

recommendations for improvements we could make to the current system. Several respondents commented that 

there needed to be greater information available about the students who are running in the election. To ensure 

students vote in elections, we need to ensure students can easily access information about candidates e.g. Salient, a 

candidates’ forum, online videos, etc. are crucial for ensuring that they vote in elections.  

“Make it easier for members to access information about candidates. Maybe recording and uploading speeches for 

members who are unable to attend election events” 

Some other recommendations for increasing participation in elections included accentuating the role that VUWSA 

has within the University, having controversial candidates, encouraging voting at the start of classes, having in-

person voting on all campuses and looking at incentivising voting with prizes.  

“Have election booths on campus, as well as an online election. Make signs very obvious. Encourage voting at start 

of lectures” 

There was strong support for the retention of the current online voting system.  

White Paper consultation 

Based on feedback above, the Working Party proposed that polling booths be set up on all campuses.  86% of 

respondents (4.7% were unsure) voted in favour of the proposal.  Several respondents' commented that online 

voting was sufficient, however the Working Party believes that having a greater presence during elections will help 

increase voter participation. The Working Party also proposed that VUWSA look at new ways to disseminate 

information about candidates and the elections in general around campus. 83.7% (9.3% were unsure) of 

respondents voted in favour.  Several respondents in the White Paper also mentioned a review of the current 

electoral system used for VUWSA Elections. The Working Party suggests such a review be discussed in the future.   

Recommendation 12: That during election week(s) there are polling booths on all VUW campuses, which are well 

advertised and open for a reasonable period of time. 

 

Recommendation 13: That VUWSA look at new ways to inform members of elections and candidate information. 
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CONCLUSION  

The VUWSA Executive has always been (and likely will always be) in a conflicted position of governing the 

Association while undertaking day-to-day operations that are equally important to students.  It is often difficult to 

strike a balance between the demands on each Executive member’s time.  It is also difficult to ensure that the 

Executive fairly represents the diverse nature of the 20,000 students at Victoria.   

What is important is that the Executive remains continuously open to change; that it remains flexible and responsive 

to the needs of its members and students as a whole.  Mostly importantly, VUWSA must be resilient enough to 

remain the voice of students in the future.  VUWSA was born out of a student desire for representation, activities, 

activism and a better education in 1899.   

The GR Working Party presents its recommendations to the membership in the hope that VUWSA better serves the 

student body and will continue to adapt to change and effectively serve for another hundred years.  

CHANGES REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW STRUCTURE 

The majority of the GR Working Party’s recommendations would require a change to the VUWSA Constitution.  

Attached as Appendix C of this report is a VUWSA Constitution updated to reflect the changes to the VUWSA 

Governance Structure if all the GR Working Party’s recommendations are accepted. This Constitution will be 

recommended for acceptance at the 2012 VUWSA Annual General Meeting, alongside this document.  

The Working Party have also tidied up some of the language and corrected grammar and errors in other areas of the 

Constitution, however with the exception of the above recommendations, there have been no substantive changes 

to the Constitution as a result of the corrections.  

TIMEFRAME AND GOVERNANCE FORUMS 

This report will be sent to the VUWSA Executive for acceptance and to be approved to be placed on the Annual 

General Meeting agenda by the 27th July 2012. Following acceptance by the Executive the GR Working Party’s report 

will be publically available via the VUWSA website and VUWSA Kelburn Office. The Executive will have a 

responsibility to ensure that information about the review and the recommendations are widely disseminated 

through avenues such as Salient, social media, word of mouth and through official communications with members 

and other stakeholders.  

The GR Working Party will hold Forums on all four VUW campuses in the lead up to the Annual General Meeting to 

discuss the Final Report and answer any questions regarding the document and recommendations. The GR Working 

Party will also ask for meeting with relevant groups on campus to present and discuss the report. 

The dates and times for these forums are as follows: 

Kelburn: Monday 13th August 10 – 11am, SU216 (Clubs Lounge) and Thursday 16th August 2-3pm, SU216 (Clubs 

Lounge),  

Pipitea: Tuesday 14th August, 10.30 – 11.30am VUWSA Pipitea Office, GB08 

Te Aro: Wednesday 15th August 3 – 4pm, Te Aro Student Common Room 

Karori: Friday 17th August 11am – 12pm, Karori Student Common Room  

If you have any questions but are not able to attend one of these meetings, you can email the VUWSA President 

Bridie Hood at president@vuwsa.org.nz or you will be able to ask questions at the VUWSA AGM.   

 

mailto:president@vuwsa.org.nz
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Finally, this report, recommendations and updated constitution will be put for acceptance at the VUWSA Annual 

General Meeting on Wednesday 22nd August. The meeting will be held at 1pm in SU217 and 218. Given the 

constitutional changes required, the Working Party recommends that the recommendations be moved on block for 

acceptance.  

Nominations for the 2012 VUWSA General Elections will open on Thursday 23rd August. 
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APPENDIX A - GOVERNANCE REVIEW TERMS OF REFERENCE  

1. Purpose 
1.1. VUWSA is a non-for-profit organisation that has been representing and advocating the interests of students at 

Victoria University of Wellington since 1899. 
1.2. 75% of students at Victoria University of Wellington recognise VUWSA as their official representative body.  
1.3. The impetus for this review has come from a project within the VUWSA 2012-2015 Strategic Plan. 
1.4. To ensure that VUWSA continues to operate efficiently and effectively and can develop as an student-led 

organisation, we need to ensure that we have a Governance Structure that is robust, effective, accountable and 
democratic. 

1.5. To this end, the VUWSA Executive established the Governance Review Working Party (“Working Party”) to 
thoroughly assess and review VUWSA’s governance structures and to provide recommendations to the Executive 
about necessary changes that will lead to an more engaging, democratic and accountable Association. 

2. Principles 
2.1. The Governance Review will be guided by the following principles: 

2.1.1 Engagement – the process will incorporate thorough involvement of the student body. 
2.1.2 Accessibility – the process will be open and accessible; the Working Party will understand that the diversity 

of students at the University merits the provision of a diversity of avenues by which feedback can be sought, 
and through which consultation can occur. 

2.1.3 Democracy – the Working Party understands that as VUWSA is a bottom-up and student-led organisation, 
that the Review will reflect this, whilst additionally ensuring fair processes are carried out and students 
have the final say. 

2.1.4 Accountability – the Working Party will ensure the process is open, transparent, and responsible. 
2.1.5 Efficiency – the Working Party will ensure that it meets required deadlines to ensure that any changes are 

implemented before the 2012 VUWSA General Election. 
3. Working Party 

3.1. The Working Party shall consist of: 
3.1.1.  The current VUWSA President 

3.1.2.  Two current VUWSA Executive members 

3.1.3.  Two VUWSA alumni 

3.1.4.  Two current VUWSA members, who are not members of the VUWSA Executive 

3.2. Membership of the Working Party will be approved by the VUWSA Executive 
3.3. Other persons may be co-opted to the Working Party as the VUWSA Executive sees fit 

4. Terms of Reference 

4.1. The Working Party shall critically review and evaluate the current VUWSA governance structure; and 

4.2. Produce a report for consideration to the VUWSA Executive by the 20th July 2012 containing recommendations 

that will be tabled at the VUWSA AGM on August 22nd 2012 and adopted by way of relevant constitutional 

changes.; 

4.3. They Working Party will be responsible for: 

4.3.1. Drafting an initial green paper for consultation with members and stakeholders; 

4.3.2. Gathering and collating feedback and submissions from the first round of consultation;  

4.3.3. Drafting a white paper, with explicit recommendations, following feedback from the first round of 

consultation for a further round of consultation; 

4.3.4. Gathering and collating feedback and submissions from the second round of consultation;  

4.3.5. Writing a final report, with recommendations regarding the Association’s governance structures, to the 

VUWSA Executive. 

4.4. The Working Party will review all aspects of VUWSA’s current governance structures including, but not limited to, 

the purpose, composition, size, scope, function, representativeness, remuneration and reporting procedures of 

the VUWSA Executive, all VUWSA committees and related bodies, VUWSA General Meetings and the election 

process 

4.5. In their review the Working Party will consider:  

4.5.1.  VUWSA’s vision, purpose, mission and values as outlined in the 2012-2015 VUWSA Strategic Plan and the 

goals outlined in the VUWSA Constitution;  
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4.5.2. The role, purpose and context behind current Executive positions, committees, General Meetings and 

elections; 

4.5.3. The current staff and Executive member function overlap; 

4.5.4.  The support and training given to Executive members and other people involved in VUWSA’s governance 

structure; 

4.5.5. How VUWSA communicates and engages members with its governance structures; 

4.5.6. Examples of best practice governance models in students’ associations both nationally and internationally; 

and 

4.5.7. The financial situation of the Association  

4.6. The final report to the VUWSA Executive will specifically include: 

4.6.1.  Recommendations to the VUWSA Executive to improve and develop the governance structure of VUWSA; 

4.6.2.  Discussion around the pros and cons of each recommendation; 

4.6.3.  Full draft constitutional amendments that result from recommendations; 

4.6.4.  Any supplementary documentation including, but not limited to, such things as job descriptions for any 

proposed Executive positions, and terms of reference and membership of proposed committees; 

4.6.5. Commentary on the consultation stages of the Review 

5. Reporting 

5.1. The Working Party will send weekly updates to the Executive on work undertaken in that period and will also 

provide a monthly written report at VUWSA Executive meetings, on work undertaken in that period; 

5.2. The Working Party shall have a page of the VUWSA website and keep it up-to-date with current activities 

6. Logistics 

6.1. The Working Party shall meet at least weekly. 

6.2. The President will normally be the chair.  

6.3. The Working Party will take accurate and informative minutes at each meeting. 

7. Consultation 

7.1. The Working Party will engage with: 

7.1.1. Current VUW students 

7.1.2. Current members of the VUWSA Executive; 

7.1.3. Former VUWSA Executive members; 

7.1.4. Ngai Tauira; 

7.1.5. Representative Groups; 

7.1.6. Other VUWSA affiliated bodies; 

7.1.7. VUWSA Alumni; 

7.1.8. Life Members; 

7.1.9. Other New Zealand Students’ Associations; and 

7.1.10. Any other relevant organisations or individuals 

7.2. The Working Party will allow interested groups and individuals to provide feedback to the review in a number of 

ways: through written submissions, focus groups, interviews, surveys and any other avenues the Working Party 

deems appropriate.  

8. Timeline 

8.1. Green Paper released 30/4/12 with submissions  due by 15/5/12 

8.2. White Paper released 11/6, with submission due by 29/6 

8.3. Final Report due to the Executive by 20/7/12 

8.4. Executive Adoption of Final Report  25/7/12 

8.5. VUWSA AGM 22/8/12 

8.6. Nominations open for the VUWSA 2012 General Election 23/8/12 

9. References 

9.1. The Constitution and Rules of the Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association 

9.2. VUWSA 2012-2015 VUWSA Strategic Plan. 

9.3. VUWSA Code of Conduct. 
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APPENDIX B - WORKING PARTY COMPOSITION 

The Working Party included: Bridie Hood (Current VUWSA President); Rory McCourt (Current VUWSA Welfare Vice 

President); Andreas Triandafilidis (Current VUWSA Activities Officer); Amanda Hill (VUWSA President, 2004); Nick 

Kelly (VUWSA President, 2006); Stevie-Rae Hart (4th year Law student); and Sonya Clark (2rd year Humanities 

student). 

The Executive appointed Rory and Andreas after they showed an interest during a VUWSA Executive meeting.   

A group of past VUWSA presidents who still showed an interest in the organisation were emailed about being 

involved in the governance review. Amanda and Nick were two alumni who showed interest in being involved and 

were appointed by the VUWSA Executive.  Nick is a union organiser and Amanda is a lawyer in private practise.  

Where appropriate and with the permission of the GR Working Party, Nick and Amanda consulted with other Alumni 

on particular issues.   

All VUWSA members receive a monthly/bimonthly newsletter updating them on initiatives, events and activities 

happening at VUWSA. In the May newsletter a section on the governance review and getting involved in the review 

process was included. The section linked to the VUWSA website which was calling for interested members to put 

their name forward to be on the GR Working Party. Stevie-Rae and Sonya were two students who showed interest in 

being involved and were appointed by the VUWSA Executive. Stevie-Rae had had no active involvement in VUWSA 

before the Governance Review and Sonya had been involved with VUWSA as a Class Representative.  

Although the Terms of Reference allowed for it, no other people were co-opted onto the Working Party.  
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APPENDIX C - VUWSA EXECUTIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

In addition to key portfolio responsibilities, all Executive members shall: 

 Be responsible for the shared governorship and long-term thinking and strategic leadership of the Association  

 Submit fortnightly work reports to the Executive Reporting Committee, highlighting the work you have 

undertaken in the relevant reporting period. 

 Executive Officers are also required to submit timesheets along with their work reports 

 Write two Half Year reports (due in July and December) highlighting work undertaken to achieve your relevant 

constitutional goals and appraising your work in that particular period 

 Provide a full written and oral handover to the incoming Executive member taking over your position 

Useful documents relevant to all Executive members include: 

 VUWSA Constitution 

 VUWSA Strategic Plan 2012 – 2015 

 VUWSA Annual Reports 

 All VUWSA Policy 

 Previous Executive Work and 

Half Year Reports 

PRESIDENT 

The President is responsible for ensuring that VUWSA, as an organization, meets its strategic and constitutional goals. 

They are responsible to the Executive and members for VUWSA’s operations (including Advocacy, Welfare, 

Representative services, Clubs, events, student media and all services provided by the VUWSA Office). The President 

is responsible for chairing and providing leadership to the VUWSA Executive and ensuring that the Executive are 

acting transparently and being accountable. 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 40 hours per week, generally 

between the hours of 9 to 5, Monday to Friday 

 Receives a salary of $34,500 p/a 

 2 term limit on Presidency 

 Entitled to Annual Leave 

Personal Specifications 

This role carries a lot of responsibility and as such you will generally need to work over your 40 paid hours a week. 

There is an expectation you will complete the workload required, and this may fluctuate depending on periods of 

high activity (e.g. Stress-free Study Week, Orientation). 

Constitutional Goals and Responsibilities 

 Goal 1: Education Quality: To ensure that the 

University provides the best teaching and learning, 

research opportunities, assessment and training to 

students. 

 Goal 2: Student Support: To advocate for adequate 

financial support, income and welfare for students in 

order to remove barriers to education. 

 Goal 3: Equity and Access: To promote equity for 

disadvantaged students in access to and within the 

University. 

 Goal 4: Services: To provide quality, cost effective 

services for the benefit of members, and, where 

appropriate, students. 

 Goal 5: Activities: To support sporting, social and 

cultural activities for and by students; primarily 

through Clubs and Representative Groups 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

 Goal 7: Finance: To maximise the member benefits 

by minimising fees or user charges through internal 

efficiency and non-member revenue. 

 Goal 8: Accountability: To ensure accountability to, 

and representation of, members 

 Goal 9: Sustainability: To recognise the needs of 

current and future generations by promoting 

sustainable lifestyles and actions to members while 

ensuring the sustainable operation of the 

Association and University members 

 Chair of the Executive of the Association 

 Responsible for the Executive implementation of all 

goals, though has 
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 Responsible for Overall leadership and policy 

implementation.  

 Act as Chair and convenor of Executive and General 

Meetings.  

 Act as Chief representative and responsible for all 

external relations.  

 Act as a member of Wellington Student Job Search 

Regional Management Committee.  

 Responsible for communication with students 

through such things as student media, Association 

meetings and forums, hostel liaison.  

 Seek a meeting at least once in each of trimesters 1 

and 2 with delegate or delegation from Women, 

Maori and Overseas Student groups. 

 

Key Responsibilities 

 Official spokesperson of the Association 

 Responsible for communication with VUWSA’s 

members and the wider community 

 Coordinate and oversee all of the Association’s external 

interactions, including (but not limited to): other 

students’ associations, Victoria University of Wellington, 

central and local Government, the press and partners in 

the community 

 Maintain relationships with Massey Wellington 

Students’’ Association, Weltec Students’ Association 

and other student organisations in the Wellington 

region 

 Be the VUWSA representative on all relevant external 

boards and committees 

 Produce and manage the collation of the VUWSA 

Annual Report (Impact Report) and Half Year Report 

 Chair all VUWSA meetings including Executive meetings 

and General Meetings. This includes ensuring standing 

orders are observed, that an agenda is prepared and 

circulated beforehand, and that all members, students 

and student media are advised of such meetings 

 Deliver regular, professional and adequate 

communication with the Executive 

 Maintain a good working relationship with all VUWSA 

Executive members and meet with them on an regular 

basis 

 Write a weekly President column in Salient  about 

VUWSA’s recent activities, also discuss issues relevant 

to students 

 Hold regular meetings with the Tumuaki of Ngai Tauira, 

the Maori Students’ Association at Victoria 

 Appraise, supervise, manage and employ the General 

Manager on behalf of the Executive 

 Review the performance of the General Manger within 

the Audit and Finance Committee 

 Guide and encourage the Executive on all Strategic 

Planning 

 Lead the Executive in Strategic Planning for the 

Association. This should include the development 

of both short and long-term strategies in relevant 

areas of the Association 

 Monitoring and maintain a constructive media 

portfolio of the Association and of Victoria 

University students generally 

 Submitting a written Presidents Report at each 

Executive meeting 

 Coordinate the activities of Executive members, 

and monitoring each member’s performance, 

including playing a major role in the 

development of objectives and performance 

targets 

 Ensure compliance with all the Association’s legal 

and constitutional responsibilities 

 Meet regularly with the Salient Editor(s) and 

Salient News Editor and update them on recent 

work and activities of the Association, including 

providing comment of issues concerning 

students at Victoria University and in general 

 Maintain and update the Constitution, Policy 

documents and other governance, management, 

and legal documents 

 Ensure all Association actions are in compliance 

with the Constitution, Policy Statements, 

Executive Regulations, Budgetary Allocations, 

Delegated Authority  

 Maintain a good working relationship with all 

VUWSA, Salient, VBC and University Staff 

 Share responsibility for VUWSA’s finances, 

particularly as a signatory to the Association’s 

accounts 

 Responsible for authorising major Executive 

expenditure 

 Be available to individual students or groups to 

provide information, counselling or advice 
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 Have familiarity and competence when acting in 

accordance with  the VUWSA Constitution and all 

Standing Orders 

Representation 

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Weekly Executive Officer Meetings 

 VUW Student Forum 

 Co-chair of the Advisory Committee on the Student 

Services Levy (ACSSL) 

 VUWSA Representative on the Joint Student Union 

Board (JSUB) 

 VUWSA representative on the NZUSA University 

Sector Council 

 Stakeholder Representative to Student Job Search 

(SJS) 

 Stakeholder representative to University Sport New 

Zealand (USNZ) 

 Ex-officio member of the VUWSA Trust 

 Member of the VUWSA Publications Committee 

 Member of the VUWSA Executive Reporting 

Committee 

 Member of the VUWSA Audit and Finance 

Committee 

 Member of the VUWSA Policy Committee 

 Member of Sports and Cultural Council 

 Member of the Campus Hub Project Control Group 

 Member of the VUW Sponsorship Committee 
 

Key Documents 

 ACSSL MOU 

 JSUB Deed of Strategic Partnership 

 JSUB Operating Agreement 

 Team Victoria MoU 

 VUWSA and Ngai Tauira MoU 

 VUWSA and PGSA Relationship Agreement 

 VUW Annual Reports 

 VUW Strategic Plan 2009 – 2014 

 VUW Strategies including Teaching and Learning, 

Student Experience, Equity and Diversity 

 VUW Calendar 

 NZUSA Income and Expenditure Survey 2010 

 Regular Meetings with Chancellor Ian McKinnon 

 Regular Meetings with Vice Chancellor Pat Walsh 

 Regular Meetings with the Director of Student 

Academic Services, Pam Thorburn 

 Regular Meetings with the Associate Director of 

Campus Operations, Rainsforth Dix 

 

ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT  

The Academic Vice President (AVP) heads the Education Team and is responsible with the President for the strategic 

direction of student representation on campus. They work with the Education Organiser (a paid staff member) and 

the Education Officer to ensure that Student Representation works effectively at the University and that all 

representatives feel well supported and informed in their roles. They also have a key role in ensuring the University 

provides quality Teaching and Learning across all levels of study. They maintain a close relationship with Education-

based Rep Groups. 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 20 hours per week 

 Will be paid minimum wage up to 20 hours of work 

completed per week 

 Entitled to Annual Leave 

 You must be able to assist the President with work 

during University holidays and breaks  

Personal Specifications 

The Academic Vice President role requires someone who is passionate about the representation and advocacy of 

students in the area of education. You should have a keen interest in the issues which affect the lives of students in 

their studies at Victoria. In addition, this role suits those willing to take their passion and interest and work 

constructively with other groups on campus to improve the University’s delivery of educational services for the 

benefit of all students.  This person should have leadership experience and the ability to manage others in a 
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constructive, inclusive way. The Vice-President (Academic) holds responsibility for the output of their officer and is 

expected to support and guide the Education Officer. 

 

Constitutional  Roles  

 Executive Officer of the Association 

 Acting President in the President’s absence 

 Goal 1: Education Quality: To ensure that the 

University provides the best teaching and learning, 

research opportunities, assessment and training to 

students. 

 Goal 3: Equity and Access: To promote equity for 

disadvantaged students in access to and within the 

University. 

Key Responsibilities 

 Head of the Education Team 

 Hold responsibility with the President for the 

strategic direction of VUWSA’s representative and 

education-based services 

 Hold responsibility for the development of 

education publications e.g. the VUWSA Alternative 

Student Guide 

 In conjunction with the Education Team, train, 

support and empower all student representative at 

VUW including Class Representative, Faculty 

Delegates and Student Forum members 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with the 

Education Officer and Education Organiser 

 Provide support and direction for the Education 

Officer 

 Advocates for students to the University about 

education related issues 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the 

Academic Office, including the Assistant Vice 

Chancellor (Academic), David Crabbe 

 Coordinate VUWSA submissions to the University 

and external bodies e.g. local and national 

government on academic issues 

 As an Executive Office, ensure compliance with the 

Association’s legal responsibilities 

 Chair the Academic Committee, ensuring that all 

committee members are advised of meeting times 

and that they agenda is prepared and circulated 

beforehand  

 Ensure that there is a strong feedback process 

between the AVP and members of the Academic 

Committee and vice-versa 

 Sit on numerous Faculty Boards and Committees in a 

support function 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the 

President of the Postgraduate Students’ Association 

 Support, meet regularly with and maintain a good 

working relationship with the Education-based 

Representative Groups, PGSA, STUDiO, VUWLSS, the 

VUW Science Society and VicCom 

 Meet regularly with and maintain a good working 

relationship with the Education Vice President at 

Ngai Tauira  

 Act as a signatory to the Association accounts 

 Assist the President by preforming such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the 

President’s discretion 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation 

 VUWSA Executive Meetings   VUWSA General Meetings 
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 Weekly Education team meetings 

 Weekly Executive Officer meetings 

 Member of the VUWSA Policy Committee 

 VUWSA Representative on the Student Forum 

 

Key Documents 

 VUW Calendar 

 VUW Teaching and Learning Strategy 

 VUW Research Strategy 

 VUW Strategic Plan 

 VUW Investment Plan 

 

WELFARE VICE PRESIDENT 

The Welfare Vice President heads the Welfare Team and is responsible for ensuring that VUWSA provides a diverse 

and appropriate range of welfare based services to members and students. They work closely with the Welfare and 

Sustainability Officer and the Equity Officer to ensure that students are provided with the right services and support 

to ensure their time at Victoria is the best it can be.  They work closely with VUW Student Services and Welfare-

based Representative Groups on campus.  

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 20 hours per week 

 Will be paid minimum wage up to 20 hours of work 

completed per week 

 Entitled to Annual Leave 

 You must be able to assist the President with work 

during University holidays and breaks  

Personal Specifications 

The Welfare Vice-President role requires someone who is compassionate, empathetic and has deep understanding 

of student welfare issues. In addition, this person should be motivated and willing to drive, lead, and contribute to 

projects for the financial, environmental, health and mental wellbeing of students at Victoria. This person should 

have leadership experience and the ability to manage others in a constructive, inclusive way. The Vice-President 

(Welfare) holds responsibility for the output of their two officers and is expected to support and guide the Wellbeing 

and Sustainability, and Equity Officers (The Welfare Team). 

 Constitutional  Roles  

 Executive Officer of the Association 

 Acting President in the President’s, Academic Vice 

President’s and Engagement Vice President’s 

absence 

 Goal 2: Student Support: To advocate for adequate 

financial support, income and welfare for students 

in order to remove barriers to education. 

 Goal 3: Equity and Access: To promote equity for 

disadvantaged students in access to and within the 

University. 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

 Goal 9: Sustainability: To recognise the needs of 

current and future generations by promoting 

sustainable lifestyles and actions to members while 

ensuring the sustainable operation of the 

Association and University members 

Key Responsibilities 

 Head of the Welfare Team, including acting as chair 

the Welfare Committee, ensuring that all committee 

members are advised of meeting times and that 

they agenda is prepared and circulated beforehand 

 Hold responsibility with the President for the 

strategic direction of VUWSA’s welfare based 

services 

 Organise and run Stress Free Study Week during 

study week in Trimester 1 and 2 

 organise and deliver, in partnership with Student 

Health, a Free Flu Shot campaign in March/April 

every year 
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 Hold responsibility for the development of welfare 

publications e.g. VUWSA Flatting Guide and the 

VUWSA Cookbook 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with and 

provide support and direction for the Wellbeing and 

Sustainability and Equity Officers 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with the 

VUWSA Student Advocate 

 Maintain positive relationships with all VUW Student 

Services and Mangers, in particular Finance Advice, 

Counselling, Health and Disability Services and key 

welfare related staff such as the Student Interests 

and Disputes Resolution Advisor 

 Advocate for students to the University about 

welfare related issues 

 Coordinate VUWSA submissions to the University 

and external bodies e.g. local and national 

government on welfare related issues 

 Ensure Executive compliance with the Association’s 

legal responsibilities as an Executive Officer 

 Support, meet regularly with and maintain a good 

working relationship with the Welfare-based 

Representative Groups: UniQ, Women’s Group, 

Pasifika Students’ Council, Can-Do and the 

International Students Council 

 Meet regularly with and maintain a good working 

relationship with the Welfare Vice President at Ngai 

Tauira  

 Act as a signatory to the Association accounts 

 Assist the President by performing such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the 

President’s discretion 

Representation 

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Weekly Education team meetings 

 Weekly Executive Officer meetings 

 VUWSA Representative on the Student Forum 

 VUWSA Representative on ACSSL 

Key Documents 

 VUW Calendar 

 VUW Equity and Diversity Strategy 

 NZUSA Income and Expenditure Survey 

 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times

 

ENGAGEMENT VICE PRESIDENT 

The Vice President (Engagement) (EVP) heads the VUWSA Engagement Team and is responsible for ensuring that 

there is strong communication and opportunities for involvement between VUWSA, its members and students. They 

lead the Engagement team and work closely with the Clubs and Activities and Campaigns Officer. They work to build 

a strong student community through events, activities, campaigns and discussion, working alongside satellite 

student representatives both within and across campuses. They are responsible for helping any new Representative 

Groups start on campus. The EVP works with relevant groups in the community on issues affecting students and 

helps to build and strengthen VUWSA’s role in the wider community.  

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 20 hours per week 
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 Will be paid minimum wage up to 20 hours of work 

completed per week 

 Entitled to Annual Leave 

 You must be able to assist the President with work 

during University holidays and breaks  

Personal Specifications 

The Vice President (Engagement) requires someone who is outgoing, willing to engage with students and the wider 

community and is above all passionate about democratic engagement. This person should have a strong connections 

to the student community, and an interest in the issues on and off campus faced by students. This person should 

have leadership experience and the ability to manage others in a constructive, inclusive way. The Vice-President 

(Engagement) holds responsibility for the output of their two officers and is expected to support and guide the 

Activities and Clubs, and Campaigns Officers (The Engagement Team). 

Constitutional Roles 

 Executive Officer of the Association 

 Acting President in the President’s and Academic 

Vice President’s absence  

 Executive Officer of the Association 

 Acting President in the President’s, Academic Vice 

President’s and Engagement Vice President’s 

absence 

 Goal 5: Activities: To support sporting, social and 

cultural activities for and by students; primarily 

through Clubs and Representative Groups 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

 Goal 8: Accountability: To ensure accountability to, 

and representation of, members 

Key Responsibilities 

 Lead the Engagement Team 

 Hold responsibility for overseeing all VUWSA  

 Communicate with members, students and the 

wider community, including monthly/bi-monthly 

newsletters 

 Help the President in the production of the VUWSA 

Annual Report (Impact Report) and Half Year Report 

 Hold responsibility for developing a detailed annual 

activities and events plan with the Clubs and 

Activities Officer and relevant VUWSA staff 

 Ensure Executive compliance with the Association’s 

legal responsibilities as an Executive Officer 

 Chair VUWSA’s ‘Better Forums’ 

 Ensure that the Campus Activities programme 

targets student groups effectively e.g. first year 

students, international students etc.  

 Oversee the establishment and delivery of VUWSA 

events and activities 

 Develop and maintain a student volunteer 

programme to support the VUWSA activities plan 

and other VUWSA activities 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with and 

provide support and direction for the Clubs and 

Activities Officer and the Campaigns Officer  

 Work alongside the President, General Manger and 

other staff to raise awareness of and membership of 

the Association (should these be two separate goals) 

 Where appropriate, and in consultation with the 

President, work on developing partnerships within 

the community 

 Chair the Community Committee, ensuring that all 

committee members are advised of meeting times 

and that they agenda is prepared and circulated 

beforehand Act as a signatory to the Association 

accounts 

 Assist the President by preforming such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the 

President’s discretion 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 
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 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation 

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Weekly Engagement team meetings 

 Weekly Executive Officer meetings 

 VUWSA Representative on the Student Forum 

Key Documents 

 VUW Calendar  VUW Student Experience Strategy 
 

TREASURER – SECRETARY 

This Officer role contains the duties of both Association Treasurer and Association Secretary. They are responsible 

for working with the relevant staff members and the VUWSA President to develop the annual VUWSA budget. They 

chair the Audit and Finance, Executive Reporting and Publications Committees. They are also an ex-officio member 

of the VUWSA Trust along with the VUWSA President. They are the Secretary of the Association and are responsible 

for ensuring that all minutes and Association documentation are up to date and accessible to members. They work 

to ensure that VUWSA remains efficient and accountable, through regular reporting and strong policy. 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Receives an $1000 honorarium over Trimester 1 & 2 

Personal Specifications 

The Treasurer – Secretary Role requires someone who is diligent, professional, organised and committed to a 
smoothly functioning Association. This person should be interested in issues of accountability, reporting and 
transparency. You should have excellent planning and organisational ability, and recognise the value of maintaining 
accurate records. Punctuality, timeliness and administrative ability are a must.  

Constitutional Goals 

 Secretary of the Association 

 Goal 4: Services: To provide quality, cost effective 

services for the benefit of members, and, where 

appropriate, students. 

 Goal 7: Finance: To maximise the member benefits 

by minimising fees or user charges through internal 

efficiency and non-member revenue. 

 Goal 8: Accountability: To ensure accountability to, 

and representation of, members 

Key Responsibilities 

 Work closely with  the Audit and Finance Committee 

and much of their work is done in conjunction with 

this committee 

 Monitor the Association’s financial performance 

against the budget and conduct a full budget review 

every quarter 

 Meet monthly with the General Manager to review 

monthly accounts, expenditure and anticipated 

variances 

 Provide financial advice to the Executive, its 

committees and General Meetings 

 Present VUWSA Accounts at the Initial and Annual 

General Meetings 

 Provide financial advice and assistance to clubs, 

representative groups and members 

 Work with the Welfare Team in creating financial 

campaigns and activities e.g. Free Tax Back initiative 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with the 

President, other Association Officers and the 

VUWSA Trust 

 Act as a signatory to the Association accounts 

 Ensure Executive compliance with the Association’s 

legal responsibilities as an Executive Officer 

 Act as the Association Secretary. On committees the 

Treasurer-Secretary in chair, the role of Secretary 

shall be delegated to another member, who will 
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provide the Treasurer-Secretary with the minutes of 

the meeting for their records 

 Work alongside the President to organise the 

agenda for VUWSA Executive meetings 

 Keep all minutes of meetings of the Association, 

including Executive, General and Committee 

meeting minutes 

 Work alongside the President to organise General 

Meetings, including preparing an agenda, ensuring 

Constitutional requirements of notification are met 

and publicity of the meetings 

 Ensure all VUWSA meeting minutes and Executive 

Work Reports are put on the VUWSA website in a 

timely fashion 

 Ensure that all VUWSA Policies are reviewed by their 

review dates 

 Assist the President by preforming such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the 

President’s discretion 
y 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Weekly Executive Officer meetings 

 Chair of the VUWSA Audit and Finance Committee 

 Chair of the VUWSA Policy Committee 

 Chair of the VUWSA Publications Committee 

 Chair of the VUWSA Executive Reporting Committee 

 Ex-officio member of the VUWSA Trust 
 

 

EDUCATION OFFICER 

The Education Officer works closely with the Vice-President (Academic) regarding academic matters within the 

University and student representation. In particular the Education Officer works closely with education-based rep- 

groups, seeking feedback and supporting their activities and initiatives where appropriate. They also take an active 

role in supporting and training Class Representatives and where appropriate working with the Campaigns Officer to 

run education based campaigns. 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Receives an $1000 honorarium over Trimester 1 & 2 

Personal Specifications 

The Education Officer role requires someone who is passionate about the representation and advocacy of students 

in the area of education. You should have a keen interest in the issues which affect the lives of students in their 

studies at Victoria. In addition, this role suits those willing to take their passion and interest and work constructively 

with other groups on campus to improve the University’s delivery of educational services for the benefit of all 

students. Reasonable knowledge of the Class Rep, Faculty Delegate and Course Review processes is fundamental. 

Constitutional  Roles  

 Goal 1: Education Quality: To ensure that the 

University provides the best teaching and learning, 

research opportunities, assessment and training to 

students. 

 Goal 3: Equity and Access: To promote equity for 

disadvantaged students in access to and within the 

University. 



Key Responsibilities 

 In conjunction with the Education Team, train, 

support and empower all student representative at 

VUW including Class Representative, Faculty 

Delegates and Student Forum members 

 Helps the AVP in the production of any education 

publications  

 Maintain a strong working relationship with the 

Academic Vice President and Education Organiser 

 Advocates for students to the University about 

education related issues 

 Sit on numerous Faculty Boards and Committees in a 

support function 

 Support and work closely with education-based Rep 

Groups, offering them support and help where 

appropriate 

 Hold regular meetings with education-based Rep 

Groups 

 Provide input and support in VUWSA education 

based submission to the University and the wider 

community 

 Work alongside the AVP to organise the agenda for 

Academic Committee meetings 

 Alongside the Campaigns Officer, actively seek to 

inform the student body and wider community of 

issues related to their education though campaigns, 

publications and promotions  

 Assist the AVP by preforming such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the AVP’s 

discretion 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Member of the Academic Committee 

 

WELLBEING AND SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER 

The Wellbeing and Sustainability Officer works alongside the Welfare Vice President on issues relating to student 

financial, health, environmental and mental wellbeing. They help to deliver welfare and sustainability initiatives such 

as Free Flu Shots, Stress Free Study Week and Environment Week on campus. Where appropriate that work with the 

Campaigns Officer in running welfare and sustainability-based campaigns. This officer has a particular role in the 

issues that crossover between student welfare and sustainability. This includes the issues of more warm, dry 

accommodation and increasing the affordability of public transport 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Receives an $1000 honorarium over Trimester 1 & 2 

Personal Specifications 

The Wellbeing and Sustainability Officer role requires someone who is passionate about welfare and environmental 

issues, with a willingness to contribute to projects relating to the financial, health, environmental and mental 

wellbeing of students at Victoria. This person should have experience in campaigns, advocacy or representation of 

green groups, welfare groups or related organisations. You should have a reasonable understanding of the welfare 

and environmental issues faced by students at Victoria such as public transport, affordable quality accommodation, 

student loans and climate change. 
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Constitutional  Roles  

 Goal 2: Student Support: To advocate for adequate 

financial support, income and welfare for students 

in order to remove barriers to education. 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

 Goal 9: Sustainability: To recognise the needs of 

current and future generations by promoting 

sustainable lifestyles and actions to members while 

ensuring the sustainable operation of the 

Association and University members 

' 

 

Key Responsibilities 

 Help the WVP in the organisation of Stress Free 

Study Week and the Flu Shot Campaign 

 Help the WVP in the production of any welfare 

publications 

 Maintain a strong working relationship with the 

WVP and Equity Officer 

 Look for improvements that the Association can 

make in improving its environmental sustainability 

 Develop and implement VUWSA environmental 

policy 

 Encourage the University to implement and develop 

its environmental policy 

 Organise and promote, in conjunction with 

environmental groups on campus and in the 

community, environmental issues and events within 

the student community 

 Advocate for students to the University and wider 

groups about welfare related issues 

 Provide input and support in VUWSA welfare based 

submission to the University and the wider 

community 

 Work alongside the WVP to organise the agenda for 

Welfare Committee meetings 

 Alongside the Campaigns Officer, actively seek to 

inform the student body and wider community of 

issues related to their welfare though campaigns, 

publications and promotions  

 Assist the WVP by performing such special 

tasks/projects as may be delegated at the WVP's 

discretion 

 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Member of the Welfare Committee 

Key Documents  

 VUW Calendar 

 VUW Equity and Diversity Strategy 

 NZUSA Income and Expenditure Survey 

 

EQUITY OFFICER 

The Equity Officer is tasked with ensuring that all students have equal access to services, support, academic success 

and participation opportunities at Victoria University. The Equity Officer has a strict focus on welfare issues that 

affect students within Victoria and the University Community. They maintain close relationships and work alongside 
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specific groups on campus including Maori, Pasifika, women, queer, international and disabled students, generally 

through the Rep Group structure, to ensure equity, access and support. 

Role Specification 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Receives an $1000 honorarium over Trimester 1 & 2 

Personal Specifications 

The Equity Officer role requires someone with compassion, conviction and determination to create a fairer campus. 

Experience of working within feminist, queer-rights and/or pasifika groups is fundamental to having the ability to 

represent divergent communities. This person should have a passion for social justice and be prepared to 

constructively voice equity concerns within the Executive, on Campus and in the community. 

Constitutional  Roles  

 Goal 3: Equity and Access: To promote equity for 

disadvantaged students in access to and within the 

University. 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

Key Responsibilities 

 Work closely with and support, where appropriate, 

the initiatives of Welfare-based representative 

groups on campus - Women’s Group, UniQ, Pasifika 

Students’ Council, Can Do, International Students’ 

Council. E.g. help the Women’s Group to organise 

and promote the Women’s Room, Women’s Fest 

and, campaigns such as ‘Thursdays in Black’, help 

UniQ to organise and promote initiatives such as 

Safe Space training, Queer Mentoring and Pride 

Week 

 

 

 

 In conjunction with the Campaigns Officer, organise 

activities aimed at raising awareness of issues 

effective groups of students on campus such as 

forums, debates and campaigns 

 Create a good working relationship with Vic 

International and work on initiatives that will benefit 

and raise awareness of international students 

 Create a good working relationship with the 

Assistant Vice-Chancellor (Pasifika) and work on 

initiatives that will benefit and raise awareness of 

Pasifika students on campus 

 Work towards the elimination of racism and 

intolerance within the Association and on campus 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the 

Welfare Vice President and Welfare Officer 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, General Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 Member of the Welfare Committee 

Key Documents  

 VUW Calendar  VUW Equity and Diversity Strategy 
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 NZUSA Income and Expenditure Survey 
 

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES OFFICER 

The Clubs and Activities Officer works with the Engagement VP to ensure that all students have an outstanding 

student experience. In their Clubs role, they have a close relationship with Recreation Services and work to ensure 

that clubs on campus are well supported and have access to facilities and resources that help develop a vibrant 

campus on campus. In their Activities role they organise activities and events across all VUW campuses, as delegated 

by the Executive, and works to assist student groups on campus in organising and running activities. 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Receives an $1000 honorarium over Trimester 1 & 2 

Personal Specifications 

The Club and Activities Officer position requires someone who has an outgoing personality and high levels of 

motivation. You will need to have impeccable preparation and time management skills and as you will be liaising 

with different groups to organise events and activities, you will need to have strong communication skills 

Constitutional Goals 

 Goal 5: Activities: To support sporting, social and cultural activities for and by students; primarily through Clubs 

and Representative Groups 

Key Responsibilities 

 Be Responsible for the operation of the VUWSA 

Clubs Hub 

 Be involved in the organisation of the Annual Blues 

Awards 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the 

Engagement Vice President and the Campaigns 

Officer 

 Provide support to clubs and representative groups 

wishing to run events on campus 

 Assist the Engagement Vic President in the 

development of an annual events and activities plan 

 Assist in the set up and running of VUWSA events 

and activities 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the VUW 

Clubs Manager and Recreation Services 

 Maintain a good relationship with all clubs and 

societies on campus, assisting them when required 

with issues pertinent to them or their members  

 Assist the Equity Officer, where appropriate, in the 

running of welfare-based weeklong events such as 

Women’s Fest, Pride Week etc. 

 Ensure that there are a number of activities each 

year at all VUW satellite campuses 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 VUWSA Community Committee 

 Sports and Cultural Council 

 VUW Sponsorship Committee 



CAMPAIGNS OFFICER 

The Campaigns Officer is responsible for running, and helping other Executive members to run campaigns on campus 

and in the wider community. In particular they work closely with the Education and Welfare and Sustainability 

Officers to ensure the smooth running of any relevant campaigns. They work alongside the President and 

Communication Coordinator (staff member) to ensure VUWSA has a strong message on student based issues in the 

community and media, particular around Budget Day and University Fee Setting 

Role Specifications 

 Required to work a minimum of 10 hours per week  Will receive an honorarium of $x per week 

Personal Specifications 

The Campaigns Officer is a role that requires someone with a passion for activism and achieving real change for 

students. This person should have experience in running campaigns on Campus or in the community with an ability 

to draw on contacts who can support future campaigns. A particular understanding of student finance/welfare issues 

is fundamental to the work the Campaigns Officer will work towards every year. 

 Constitutional Roles 

 Goal 1: Education Quality: To ensure that the 

University provides the best teaching and learning, 

research opportunities, assessment and training to 

students. 

 Goal 6: Public Issues: To be the critic and conscience 

of the University and society, by promoting 

discussion and action on issues concerning students. 

Key Responsibilities 

 Keep informed of developments in government 

policy that will affect students 

 Work with the President and Engagement Vice 

President on a yearly government budget response 

and action 

 Promoting issues on campus effecting students, in 

conjunction with the Education and Welfare Officers 

 Particular attention should be paid to research and 

promoting issues surrounding: 

 Tuition Fees 

 Student Loans 

 Student Income Support 

 Equal Educational opportunities  

 Organise forums and events promoting political 

discussion on campus 

 Maintain a good working relationship with the 

Engagement Vice President, Education Officer and 

Welfare Officer 

 Keep in contact with the Education Action Group 

(EAG) and update them on relevant VUWSA 

activities and initiatives and vice-versa 

 

Other responsibilities  

 Help during Orientation, Re-Orientation, Stress Free 

Study Week and at other VUWSA events and 

activities as required 

 Attend all VUWSA meetings including Executive 

meetings, Genera Meetings and VUWSA Forums 

 Attend NZUSA National Conference when required 

 Assist in Executive publicity where required e.g. 

postering, lecture speaking etc. 

 Represent VUWSA on University Committees when 

required 

 Attend and participate on VUWSA Committees when 

required  

 Act in a manner consistent with the constitution, 

goals and policies of the Association. 

 Support the leadership of the President at all times 

Representation  

 VUWSA Executive Meetings  

 VUWSA General Meetings 

 VUWSA Community Committee 

 



APPENDIX D - NEW CONSTITUTION 

 

Please see the VUWSA September 2012 Constitution and Schedules.    


